
Enteros DBAct™ is a 
comprehensive software toolkit 
for diagnosis, containment and 
remediation of database 
performance problems. 
Designed by DBAs for DBAs, it 
provides real-time diagnostic 
reports, performance snapshots, 
containment and productivity 
functionality. With DBAct, DBAs 
and operations engineers can 
significantly reduce and contain 
the production performance 
problems that  severely impact 
business performance.

Gain real performance insights in real time 

Investigating a serious database performance problem with 
information even a few seconds old greatly increases the 
likelihood of missing the diagnosis. For such a dynamic situation 
only real-time information will suffice. DBAct employs real-time 
delta sampling  technology to provide instantaneous snapshots 
of database performance whenever requested.

Remediate problems faster with less effort

Identification and remediation of database performance 
problems involve repetitious, tedious, manual tasks, especially 
those conducted at the server-side command line. DBAct 
decreases both the number of repetitions and the frequency with 
which these tasks need to be performed. The combination 
makes order-of-magnitude improvements in remediation 
efficiency not only possible but within reach.

Empower operations staff

Remediation best practice and the expertise acquired from many 
years of real-world problem diagnosis and remediation are 
embedded in each report and utility provided in DBAct. For less 
experienced operations staff, using DBAct is like having a world-
class DBA guiding their efforts and pointing the way to 
successful remediation.
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Comprehensive diagnostic reports
Investigate common contributors to performance degradation with instant, detailed, diagnostic reports. 
Examples include: 

• Identification of top CPU-consuming sessions and machines
• Internal buffer busy waits contention and blocking sessions
• Fragmentation of shared pool and shared pool free space
• Resource manager performance and contention

Real-time performance sampling and reporting
Get instantaneous snapshots of critical performance areas before, during and after remediation. Examples 
include :

• SQL consuming most Buffer Gets (CPU consumption)
• Top application servers waiting on problem wait event
• Top application servers generating provided performance metric
• Top database filesystems I/O performance

Key Features

• Latching
• Detailed transactional locking
• Internal DDL locking and contention
• Waits on segments and data blocks

• Most frequently executing SQL 
• Most frequently parsing SQL
• Top datafile I/O performance



Containment command library
Streamline tedious containment exercises with commands that automate the sequence of steps that must be 
taken to achieve containment. Choose a command from the built-in library that covers the most common 
contributors to database performance degradation. The library includes containment commands for: 

• remediation of blocking DDL locks contentions
• remediation of blocking transactional locks contentions, including cross-RAC node situations
• remediation of blocking enqueues 
• remediation of accumulation of top CPU-consuming sessions and machines
• elimination of sessions and application servers causing full table scans on long tables
• elimination of long-running transactions

Low-level tracing
Perform low level tracing by machine, process ID or session ID, Module/ Program, and SQL.

DBA function library
Apply a rich library of functions to problem investigation and resolution. Accelerate time to resolution with 
functions that get process ID and session ID using associations, decode DBA number, and set machine time.

Information navigators
Put performance view and database dictionary information at your fingertips. Navigate efficiently between 
summary level and detail level reports. Reduce the need for repetitive SQL command typing  during stressful 
problem containment and remediation.



Integral Part of Enterprise 
Production Performance 
Management (EPPM) Platform

High Load Capture is an integral part of Enteros’s
innovative EPPM platform that supports performance
problem management across the enterprise over all
stages of the performance problem lifecycle. The
complete EPPM platform includes Grid2Go™ for
proactive, fine-grain, multi-application performance
problem identification; DBAct™ for real-time
performance problem remediation of databases;
Performance Explorer-i™ for rapid, graphical root
cause, change impact and scalability analysis of
databases; High Load Capture™ for rapid, graphical
root cause and scalability analysis of multi-tiered
applications; and Load2Test™ for performance
validation with integrated load testing and load test
root cause analysis.

About Enteros

Enteros helps our customers reduce and mitigate the
risk of business-impacting outages and degradations
caused by enterprise performance issues. We have
the only comprehensive software platform focused
entirely on Enterprise Production Performance
Management and proven to increase the availability
of business-critical systems at companies like eBay,
Yahoo, and Adobe. In business since 2004, Enteros
is privately held. Our headquarters are located in
Sunnyvale, Silicon Valley, CA.

For more information contact us by phone, email or 
web.

Phone (Toll Free) +1 (866) 529-1981 
Phone (Local) +1 (408) 824-1292
Email info@enteros.com
Web www.enteros.com
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DBAct Summary

Summary of Benefits

•Get real performance insights in real time

•Remediate problems faster with less effort

•Empower operations staff

Summary of Features

•Comprehensive diagnostic reports

•Real-time performance sampling and reporting

•Containment command library

•Low-level tracing

•DBA function library

•Information navigators

Supported Infrastructure

•Server Operating Systems

• Windows XP/7

• Windows 2003/2008 Server

• Linux

• Sun Solaris

• HP/UX

• AIX

Databases

Oracle and Oracle RAC 9i, 10g, 11g


